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ABSTRACT

Land values change in planning processes. Accountancy regulations define the book value of land held by local authorities. This affects the evaluation of alternative lines of action in land development, and in this way, the land policy of local authorities. This paper reflects on the case of the Netherlands, which has a well-established tradition of public land development. Traditionally, valuation has been based on historic costs: the prices for acquisition and costs of infrastructure provision paid in the past, and not the current exchange values. Losses foreseen must be taken immediately; profits can only be booked after they have been made. This paper analyses the changes in these accountancy regulations over time and studies their impact on the economic position of local authorities. It considers both regulations as the outcomes of these as being found in administrative records and the practice in the City of Enschede where there was a difference between the official value as recorded in the books and the value that was the basis for decision-making. The paper discusses the impact on land policy. There is a tension between regulations that more-and-more aim for a direct reflection of property market volatility in the books and the aim of local authorities to present financial stability. This may contribute to less financial involvement in land policies.

1. Introduction

Monetary values play a role in planning. This paper studies how these monetary values are defined and discusses the impact of these definitions on land policies. It costs money to buy land and accountancy regulations matter as they define whether the value of the land can be balanced against its purchase costs. In some contexts of accountancy, buying land results in an immediate and total loss of the funds used to buy it, but in other contexts, the outcome may be financially neutral or it may be profitable if the current market value of the land is higher than its historic costs. Methods of bookkeeping may in this way affect land policy as they define whether alternative lines of action are costly or profitable at the time of decision making. Accountancy regulations create meaning regarding what is a monetary value in a specific societal context.

In planning there is an established tradition of studying the way planning contributes to the development of ‘shared meanings’ (Innes and Booher, 1999, p. 9). Planning processes define values in contexts of intersubjective interaction. Discussing values ‘is a way of describing the sort of place we want to live in, or think we should live in’ (Albrechts, 2004, p. 749). In contrast to these values in planning that are socially constructed, it is tempting to think about monetary values as hard and objective. However, just as other values in planning, monetary values are socially constructed and there are social practices that define monetary values (Vollmer, 2003). Valuations of public-sector organisations are different from valuations in the private sector (Grossi et al., 2023).

Alternative methods exist to define the value of land held by local authorities in the context of land development. These valuation methods play a role in the weighting of alternative land-development strategies. Studying this practice of valuation is important because land development is capital-intensive. Local authorities use a realm of value-capturing instruments to cover public investments and services related to land development (Canelas and Noring, 2022; McAllister, 2017; Vejchodská et al., 2022). Furthermore, values are dynamic in the context of planning and land development (Phelps and Miao, 2023). It is not only that urban land has generally a higher value than farmland, but also land prices are affected by processes of urban regeneration or programmes to realise affordable housing.

The practice of valuation is essentially about the social construction of values based on specific principles and guidelines. Practices of valuation change over time; they are part of a specific context of valuation. So, valuation is about constructing value to provide information relevant to a certain context, such as the context of evaluating the financial position of local authorities concerning their land development activities.

Land development is a ‘multiple-value context’ (Woestenburg et al.,...
accountancy practices. This fits a line of research studying the effects of fiscal impacts of land development and the way these can be foreseen by guidelines (4.1), an overview of outcomes of this at the level of all system within the context of the European Union. This is followed by a

All in all, the impact of accountancy regulations on the financial position of a cash-flow system, does not provide insight into the value of multi-year investments such as in land development. It does not facilitate an investment logic in which costs are made to result in future revenues, which therefore are translated into a book value.

In the first type, a cash-flow system, a yearly overview is made of money spent and received. If for example in year 1 a payment of € 5 million is made to buy land, this is accounted for as spending of € 5 million in year 1. If in year 5 this land is sold for again € 5 million, it is seen as an income of € 5 million in year 5. This land, although owned by the government, does not appear in the accounts in the years 2, 3, and 4 as no transactions take place. In this system, no valuation of land takes place for accountancy reasons (Deakin, 1999).

This system is not very well suited to give insight into the economic position of the local authority (Giosi, 2020). An example is the discussion on alternatives for gap funding for urban regeneration in the UK after this system has been considered to provide incompatible state aid by the European Commission (Korthals Altes, 2006). The alternative of ‘direct development’ (buying derelict land and properties, servicing the lands, and selling plots to development companies) was considered to be ‘three times as expensive’ (TLGRC, 2002, p. 13) as financing the deficit of a development company. This was so because buying land resulted in a large negative cash flow and the returns that could be received by selling the lands to a development company were no part of the equation. There was no balance sheet to record the land value as an asset, which would reduce the ultimate cost to the public purse to the deficit foreseen. The way the accountancy system was set up has an impact on the feasibility of alternative land-policy options. In this example, the alternative was not feasible because it did not fit the practice of accountancy.

This impact on policies of specific accountancy regulations is more extensively studied as part of the budgetary requirements of the European Monetary Union (EMU). In the EMU, dates of transactions are used to determine whether its member states fit the budgetary requirements of a 3 % deficit norm as formulated in the Stability and Growth Pact (Vallés and Zárate, 2007). By delaying transactions, current budget deficits can be lowered. This is one of the main drivers behind ‘Public Private Partnerships’ as a form of ‘creative accounting’ to make investments now and pay later without letting it count for this 3 % rule (Benito et al., 2008).

The second type of accrual accountancy is not about recording the actual payments but it is a double bookkeeping system that not only records transactions (leading to revenues earned and expenditures incurred) but also the values of assets and liabilities, which values may change without any transactions (Giosi, 2020). Accrual-accounting principles enable long-term investments, such as in infrastructure for transport and utilities, municipal housing, or land development (Korthals Altes, 2010). Furthermore, accrual accountancy allows reserving assets for future spending, and it may oblige to set aside provisions for liabilities that may result in losses. In the context of land development, the values of assets and liabilities can develop volatile; land value increases are uncertain. This uncertainty is fed by the fact that land value is often seen as a residual value resulting from developments in both property and construction markets (compare RICS, 2021). Accrual accountancy is more complex than cash-flow accountancy as it needs a revaluation of assets and liabilities, which is not necessary if only cash flows (or transactions in a partial accrual accounting system) are measured.

Within accrual accounting, there has been, for decades, a watershed between Anglo-Saxon accountancy practices in which assets are reported based on current values and accountancy practices of continental Europe in which book value is used (which look back to the German accounting rules). Wigger and Nölke (2007) and Palea (2015) explain that these differences relate to variances in economic structure. In continental Europe, and more specifically, in the German context of the Rhenish model of capitalism (Palea, 2015; Wigger and Nölke, 2007), the economic structure is built on long-term relationships between firms and companies which hold block holdings in companies for many years, resulting in that accountancy regulations have been more centred on the value of holding an asset. In an Anglo-Saxon context, the value of assets has been

2019b, p. 17) in which values are changing and shifting between different concepts of value. Such a context requires a regular evaluation of the values. Financial expectations play a role in decision-making as they affect the reasoning behind land development strategies. In the context of land development values are not given but are changing, not only based on risks and uncertainties involved, but also related to changing planning regulations. Lifting land use regulations may result in extra value (McAllister et al., 2022). Specific to the context of public land development is that public authorities are accountable to the people of their constituency (Kang and Korthals Altes, 2015). Councils, as people representatives, have a final say in budgeting (Woestenburg et al., 2019a).

Most of the research on this topic is more focused on the financial outcomes of land development (Korthals Altes, 2010; Paulsen, 2014) than on the definition of value. Woestenburg et al. (2018) indicate that municipalities ‘must follow strict accountancy rules’ (2018, p. 802), showing their relevance, but do not provide much information on what these rules are. In a more specific account of local practices about a ‘balance-sheet reform’ Savini (2016, p. 868) provides an analysis showing the relevance of changing practices of accountancy but is more interested in the ‘neoliberal logics’ behind it than in the accountancy mechanisms themselves, which are a lot older than neoliberalism: the City of Amsterdam has used the method of double bookkeeping between 1663 and 1811 (Oldewelt, 1971). Bradley, Murray (2020), (2021) analyses how land in a certain context has become a financial asset but does so only in the policy context of reservicing sufficient land for housing supply. Murray (2020) shows how the asset value of land has an impact on private investment behaviour. Furthermore, Murray and Gordon (2023), discuss that planning authorities must take the effects of rezoning on private investment behaviour into account. Paulsen (2014) is interested in the fiscal impacts of land development and the way these can be foreseen by accountancy practices. This fits a line of research studying the effects of urban sprawl on the financing of service provision (Gielens et al., 2019).

All in all, the impact of accountancy regulations on the financial position of planning authorities and the way this may impact land development decisions is acknowledged by literature but is under-researched. The current paper will address this issue.

In the next section (Section 2), an introduction will be provided to accountancy systems and discussions to achieve a more coordinated system within the context of the European Union. This is followed by a short Section (3) on the methods used in the case study of municipal land development in the Netherlands. The case study (Section 4) consists of three parts, a presentation of changes in accountancy regulations and guidelines (4.1), an overview of outcomes of this at the level of all municipalities together (4.2), and an account at the level of a single municipality, the City of Enschede (4.3). There is a long tradition of land development in the Netherlands and there have been several changes in accountancy regulations for municipalities and guidelines on how land policy should be covered in the municipal accounts providing insight into the impact of changes in these changes on the financial position of local authorities. The outcomes are discussed in the context of a wider potential for application and future developments (Section 5).

2. Accountancy systems in the context of public land development

There are two major types of accountancy systems for authorities (Giosi, 2020). The first type is based on cash flows and the second type is accrual accountancy based on transactions, which result in assets and liabilities. Currently, many local authorities follow accrual accounting principles (Arnaboldi and Lapesy, 2009; Azahar et al., 2022). In some cases, it is only ‘partial accrual accounting’ (Barton, 2005, p. 212), which means that the authorities record transactions but do not have a balance sheet of assets and liabilities. Such a partial system, just like a cash-flow system, does not provide insight into the value of multi-year investments such as in land development. It does not facilitate an
more centred around the value of selling an asset, which fits better the local economic structure.

The Letwin Review of Build-Out Rates (Letwin, 2018) recently highlighted the relevance of value definitions for planning in the UK (Korthals Altes, 2019). The yearly appraisal of land portfolios of companies based on the residual value of development explains slow construction on locations legally fit for home production as ‘the house building company is not inclined to build more homes of a given type in any given year on that site than can be sold by the company at that value’ (Letwin, 2018, pp. 13–14), which shows that valuation practices can have impact on land development and also that they prevent building in such an amount that (massive) supply results in lower prices.

Anglo-Saxon and Rhenish systems have common principles such as the principle of prudence (Adam et al., 2022; Ionescu et al., 2016; Mal帝, 2000), which is currently under debate. Prudence involves that negative expectations need to be booked as soon as they can be foreseen, i.e., they result immediately in a liability or a reduction of the value of an asset, and future profits cannot be added to current assets as soon as they are foreseen, but only after they have been realised. This ‘asymmetric prudence’ (Lorson and Haustein, 2019, p. 389) is criticized because it would mean that accounting is not neutral to positive and negative expectations. Alternatively, prudence may be a necessity to meet the principle of neutrality as a counterforce to the ‘natural optimistic management bias’ (Lorson and Haustein, 2019, p. 389) about the future. The debate on balancing the principles of prudence and neutrality is ongoing and may result in different outcomes, resulting in differences in specific accountancy regulations.

Value development is substantial In the context of land development. The boom and bust cycles of real estate development show that over-confidence is an apparent (Lind, 2009) or even endemic (Bell et al., 2022) phenomenon. Expectations of value development, i.e., what will be the value of the properties after they have been developed, are essential, as these future expectations define the values of today. So rules matter concerning the current value and the trajectories by which potential future values may flow towards current values.

Government accountancy rules serve another goal than accountancy rules for companies (Giosi, 2020). Local authorities are not for sale. There is no need for a valuation to provide shareholders with a valuation of their option to sell it. Furthermore, a local government has also public ways to acquire extra funding, for example, by raising tax rates, which private companies do not have. The relationships between the executive, the council, and the inhabitants differ from the relationships between private management and shareholders. A municipal council meeting has a much larger say than the meeting of shareholders in a company. Furthermore, councils define the local public interest. The local public interest is not about making money, but about the territorial organisation and it is about providing services to inhabitants and organisations. Local authorities tend to aim to present a financial result just above zero (Cohen et al., 2019; Ferreira et al., 2013). Financial stability contributes to re-election rates (Bradbury and Scott, 2015). Local politicians prefer not to present large losses, nor excessive profits and are prepared to achieve this by ‘earnings management’ (Ferreira et al., 2013), which involves using discretionary space in accounting to reach a desired outcome: a stable, just above zero, result. An additional difference between authorities and companies is that authorities serve the community by defining and enforcing regulations. So, even when local authorities use accrual systems of accountancy, valuation practices will deviate from private sector valuation. This involves that specific accountancy rules apply to local authorities that are deviant from those that apply to businesses (Giosi, 2020) and relate to the tasks of local authorities.

3. Methods

There is a long tradition of land development by local authorities in the Netherlands. To grasp the development of the accountancy regulations (presented in Section 4.1), secondary literature is used in the form of papers published in an accountancy journal, the Maandblad voor Accountancy en Bedrijfseconomie, which has been published since 1924 and its first issue already included an article on accountancy for local authorities (Hartmann, 1924). Although minor changes in accountancy regulations happen almost every year, there are fewer systemic updates (Table 1).

This paper takes a specific guideline, in force from 1995 (CV1995, 1994), as a starting point. The year 1995 was also the starting point for the national housebuilding and spatial development programme known as VINEX (the Dutch acronym of the Fourth national report on spatial planning Extra) (Krynhof and Teule, 1997). Therefore, this system has been used widely for market-driven housing development in the Netherlands (Zonneveld and Evers, 2014). In this way, the paper reflects on the specific regulations developed for accountancy of local authorities since 1995 and its interpretation in the context of land development. Changes presented include the new regulations, based on a municipal reform (BBV, 2003), and specific, systemically more minor but for land policy highly relevant, changes in guidelines drafted as a response to the Global Financial Crisis (Commissie BBV, 2016) and a more recent update to these (Commissie BBV, 2019).

In the second step (Section 4.2), the outcomes of the practices of accountancy are studied based on financial data of yearly accounts published by Netherlands Statistics (also known as CBS) (CBS, 2016; Statline IV3, 2022). This specific data source is not subject to a quality check by CBS, which publishes the data as they receive it from local authorities. The yearly accounts, as are uploaded to the portal, are also used by the provinces (Budding and Ormel, 2018), who, furthermore, use the formal yearly accounts which provide textual information, including a review letter by the accountant, to oversee municipal finances. For the provincial authorities overseeing the economic resilience of local authorities is key. This is also of eminent importance for the council to monitor the financial position of the local authority.

The in third step (Section 4.3), an example from practice, the city of Enschede, will be used to study the impact of valuation principles on the financial position of local authorities working in land development. This is based on a report for a council inquiry on land development (Korthals Altes et al., 2012). During a council inquiry, researchers get full access to confidential materials (Gemeente Enschede, 2019, 2022, 2023). This allows us to study the wider argumentation relating to the creation of values beyond what is recorded in the books.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Development</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1851</td>
<td>Municipal law provides equal rules for all municipalities</td>
<td>Gemeenteerwet (1851)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Municipal law allows to manage capital for municipal companies, including land development agencies, separately from the rest of the municipal accounts</td>
<td>Eerste Kamer (1909)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Municipal law allows a full split of the accounts between municipal companies (such as the land development agency) and the normal operation of the municipality</td>
<td>Textor (1935a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Introduction of accrual-based accountancy for the whole municipality</td>
<td>Faber et al. (1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>New specific guidelines for land development agencies (based on relatively minor changes of BBV)</td>
<td>Commissie BBV (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Renewal of guidelines: specific decision-making by the council allows for some exemptions to stringent rules</td>
<td>Commissie BBV (2019)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Accounting for land development in the Netherlands

4.1. Development of accountancy regulations

Municipalities in the Netherlands are legally obliged to show a balanced budget without a deficit. This requirement prompted local authorities over a century ago (Siblesz, 1925) to place many activities that need capital expenditure, such as utility companies, public works agencies, housing companies, and land development agencies, outside the main accounts, also known as ‘the regular service’, of the local authorities, but account for them as specific ‘branch of service’ (tak van dienst) using accrual accounting principles. Although in this way, it has been assured that investment in land acquisition and improvement could be done and loans and interest could be set aside from the normal municipal cash flows, debates continued on the investments in land development infrastructure as a framework for value assessment was missing (Textor, 1935a). Assessment of these values was considered to be both key and complex (Siblesz, 1925; Textor, 1935b). The issue of a downturn in values as happened in the 1930s has indicated that it was essential to have a substantial reserve (Textor, 1935b).

For decades, the ‘regular service’ based on cash flows for normal operations of the municipality existed side-by-side with specific ‘branches of service’ based on accrual accounting for municipal companies and other investment-rich activities (Table 1). Although formerly the regular services also used a transaction-based, accrual accountancy system from 1985 (Bonnema, 2004; Faber et al., 1989), the connection between those two ways of accounting was not always going smoothly nor was very insightful (Faber et al., 1989). The capital expenditure sectors in the local authority were black boxes and only the result of what happened in this black box was generally seen by the central municipal financial accounts, even after they both used formally an accrual-based system.

Siblesz (1925) distinguishes 3 stages of land development relevant to accounting. Firstly, the stage of land still in agricultural use that local authorities buy with development in mind. Secondly, land that is undergoing a process of transformation and for which the municipality is making costs to serve construction and, thirdly, finished sites disposed in the form of ground leases but owned by the local authorities. For the first stage, Siblesz (1925) considered that it was unclear whether the land would have a higher value than the agricultural value and suggested that only appraisal could establish whether it was justified to add costs as interest to the value of this land. In this first stage land usually keeps its original function resulting in (farm) rent. For the second stage, appraisal is even more key. On the one hand, there is often no farm rent as in the first stage and there are more costs for servicing the land, such as the construction of roads, sewage systems, and water systems and extensive ground works necessary to prepare peatlands for building (Needham, 1992), but on the other hand, there is potential to achieve higher development values. For the third stage, Siblesz indicated that a specific way of accounting separate from the other land may be more fitting considering the difference in financial context. This distinction in these three stages still exists today. The focus of this article will be on the second stage.

For this second stage, a land development project, the municipal council opens (usually it approves a proposal of the executive) a land development ‘complex’, which is a spatial development plan with a financial interpretation, which is currently defined as follows.

‘The land development complex contains the land development financial plan including at least (a) a map of the land development complex, (b) a description of the building plots, the designated land uses and permitted building volumes, the description of the infrastructure works and activities to service the land development complex, the construction of utilities and the layout of the public space in the land development complex, and (c) a land development budget.’ (Commissie BBV, 2019, 34; translation by authors)

This complex provides insights into expected expenditures and revenues over time and is a framework for the assessment of the land values within the complex. In this way, another legal requirement was met, i.e., according to municipal law the council had to approve the acquisition of land. By a decision on such a complex, this decision is made. The council approves land acquisition and sets a budget.

The decision to open such a complex is not in the public domain as it is usually taken in a confidential council meeting to protect the market interests of the local authority. Insights into financial budgets by everyone would damage the negotiating position of the council with landowners and construction companies and may provide information on tenders of private contracts (Korthals Altes et al., 2012). The law allows so. However, some information must be provided in the yearly accounts as there is a relationship between expenditure and revenues, assets and liabilities inside the municipal complexes, and the financial position of the local authority. In the next session, first, the 1995 system will be analysed to explain the differences with the current system.

The central government decree Besluit comptabiliteitsvoorschriften 1995 (Decree on accounting regulations: CV(1995)) obliged local authorities to publish an account of the investments done in current complexes in a publicly available overview (with an explanation of major developments) with the yearly accounts. Furthermore, CV(1995) (1994) prescribed that historical costs were key in accounting in such a complex. All costs made must be added to the book value of the land.

According to CV1995, there are some differences in the regulations of accrual accounting for business as regulated in the Civil Code (Bac, 2002). Local government works by other principles and aims than the business sector. A significant difference relates to the way interest is handled. Local authorities can always attribute interest to investments without considering whether investment is financed by debt or equity. After all, financial gain for shareholders is no aim of governments, but it is about accounting for government services. This means in practice that interest in land development projects is a calculation of the ‘rent’ a land development agency must ‘pay’ to the treasury of the local authority. It is not the actual rent paid to the bank. The treasury, not the land development agency, administers bank loans. This means also that local authorities usually do not use individual land accounts to get a loan from the bank, but it is part of the total portfolio, which the bank reviews to establish the exposure of the local authority to real estate risk.

The specific position of a local authority explains valuation based on historical costs. Actual value accounting provides insight into the solvability of businesses. However, for Dutch local authorities, there is a bail-out policy, which makes this not necessary (Allers, 2015). Since the municipal law of 1851 (Gemeentewet, 1851) established uniform municipalities, no municipality has gone bankrupt. The BNG Bank for local authorities has 90 % of its loan portfolio in loans ‘granted to or guaranteed by public authorities’ (BNG, 2023, p. 73). According to its annual report: ‘These loans are not subject to solvency requirements and have a risk weighting of 0 %’ (BNG, 2023, p. 73). So, even in the Global Financial Crisis no lending disaster happened, and Dutch local authorities have still access to risk-free loan rates.

A principal issue in CV1995 has been the moment for taking profit. CV(1995) (1994) did oblige local authorities to take account of the ‘silent reserves’ between land production costs and current values based on expected future incomes, to provide insight into the economic position of the local authority. Although it was clear that local authorities could only record a profit after the profit had been realised, it was not clear at what moment this would be. The idea was that municipalities could take the profits at the closure of a complex; after land development was finalised. However, in practice executives played without clear guidelines from the council with interim profit takings. This allowed them to find funds at a convenient moment, for example, to make the council decide on a new investment. Critics considered this as not in line with the council’s right to budget (Rekenkamer Amsterdam, 2006). The Court of Auditors of Amsterdam found that much more profits have been captured by incremental interim profit takings than at
the closure of land development projects (Rekenkamer Amsterdam, 2006). An example is the Mahler project in the Zuidas area where € 100 million could be captured at a moment that fits budgetary needs (Rekenkamer Amsterdam, 2006). Such a round figure of € 100 million is very unlikely the outcome of bottom-up financial development but is a signal for the construction of value by political processes.

The regulations of CV1995 have changed over time. Most fundamentally this happened as part of a municipal reform resulting in the transfer from a monist to a dualist system of governance (De Vries, 2008). In the monist system, the alderpersons were members of the council, in the current dualist system, members of the executive are no longer members of the council resulting in a further separation of powers.

This separation of executive and council has gone hand in hand with an update of the rules and regulations on financial management. The analysis of financial resilience has replaced the presentation of silent reserves. The BBV (Besluit begroting en verantwoording) (BBV, 2003) has replaced CV1995, and is, although it has been updated 14 times in 2 decades, still in force. The idea behind introducing a dualist system was that the boundary-setting role of the council should become more important. However, De Vries (2008) argues that it did not work out this way (see also Tillema and ter Bogt, 2016).

The first major test of the new system was the Global Financial Crisis in 2008, which had not only a large impact on land development (O’Brien et al., 2020; Van der Krabben and Jacobs, 2013) but also brought some issues in financial accounting at light (Overmans, 2017; Vos and Scholte, 2012). The response resulted in more stringent accountancy rules and specific interpretations of these rules for the field of land development by the Commissie BBV (2016), a committee founded to ensure ‘unambiguous implementation and application’ (BBV, 2003, article 75) of the BBV by presenting guidelines and by publishing guiding answers on questions. One of the ‘specials’ they have developed is a note on land development (Commissie BBV, 2016, 2019). Many of these changes took effect in the reporting year of 2017. Based on a rather minor change BBV a new note on land development (Commissie BBV, 2016) launched three relevant changes.

First, land that is bought without a complex is opened – so, the first type of land as distinguished by Siblesz (1925) – cannot be in the books for more than its current use value and cannot be presented as part of the land development process (Commissie BBV, 2016).

A second important change is that income that is expected to be received over the long term cannot be incorporated into the books. So, for these incomes, there must be a provision, which results in an immediate loss. The executive cannot use future expected income from one complex to compensate for a shortage of another complex. A definition of a complex is the authority of the Council which has the power to open one.

A third change is that the realisation of profits must follow the percentage-of-completion method. So, the liberty that executives took to play with intermediate takings of property is lost and there are clear guidelines on how profits must be booked.

A later note (Commissie BBV, 2019) has softened these changes. The Council can under certain conditions make an exception.

Changing these rules had a considerable impact on the value of the land development portfolio. Land acquisitions before the council has decided on a specific plan with a financial account with it, have lost their development value, long-term uncertain incomes cannot be taken into account. The land realised profits cannot be kept as a silent reserve or resilience assets, that is, outside the formal books, to be used by the executive if they need some extra money, but there are formal proceedings about how equity is formed. This may happen at times that do not fit the executive. The Association of Land development Agencies (Vereeniging van Grondbedrijven) (VVG, 2023) has criticised this new system as it creates volatility in financial results caused by conjunctural changes, and they propose to postpone the taking of profits to prevent this.

These changes fit the idea behind the transformation from monism to dualism, i.e., the separation of the council and the executive, which involves that the council has a boundary-setting role, that the executive operates within these boundaries, and that it is accountable to the council.

4.2. Financial outcomes measured by these regulations

The next step in the analysis is to provide an overview of the development of local authorities’ finances, as they are measured by these value definitions. In an accrual accounting system, there are two main ways to study these, that is the overview of revenues and expenditures (Table 2) and the balance sheets (Fig. 1). Measuring revenues and expenditures in systems of accrual accounting is more than only recording direct revenues and expenditures, but also includes, i.e., the outcomes of recalculations and depreciation of the value of assets and liabilities. These valuations are constructed based on accountancy rules and regulations.

Table 2 shows the importance of recalculations and depreciation for the financial performance of local authorities on municipal land development.1 In the years after the Global Financial Crisis local authorities had financial issues in land development, resulting in a financial deficit of over one billion euros in 2012. However, the direct revenues, the outcome of transaction-based revenues minus expenses, have been positive (Table 2). This results from the large investments in land portfolios in the years before the Global Financial Crisis. In 2010 the value of these assets was € 13 billion in 2010 (Fig. 1). Many local authorities had, certainly in hindsight, paid too much for a too large land portfolio. This resulted in depreciation, usually by taking provisions, which means that assets (reserves) are transported to liabilities (provisions).

In a few municipalities such as Apeldoorn (Van Loon et al., 2019), the outcomes were very negative, in most municipalities results were more manageable. Provisions for losses were set aside and land development spending was economised. As some sales were going on, although at a lower level than expected, the balance of direct revenues and expenditures could stay positive but there was a negative balance due to recalculations and depreciation (Table 2). Local authorities did not have many alternatives to economisation. After all, the Global Financial Crisis was not limited to the land development agencies alone and had a broader impact on the municipal financial situation (Overmans, 2017).

Many local authorities decided to refrain from direct development, at least in principle. Practice was a little different (van Oosten et al., 2018). Local authorities used the large land portfolios they owned for land development. However, the net effect was that local authorities sold more land than they bought resulting in a depreciation of land portfolios from € 13 billion to € 5.1 billion (Fig. 1). The sum of land bought in 2021 was € 220 million. This is considerably lower than in 2010: € 860 million (Table 2). Note that these figures are nominal. Due to inflation, the value of the euro in 2010 was about 20 % higher than in 2021 (CBS, 2023b).

4.3. A case from practice

The practice of accounting in the context of financial decision-making may reveal differences between values as defined by formal accountancy regulations and values that are used for political decision-making. Although the formal accounts as presented in the books may show all required figures, the emphasis on political discussions and communication can be different. A case in point here is the City of

---

1 The impact of the BBV changes of 2016 on recalculation and depreciation appears to be significant if only 2016 is compared to 2017. However, a comparison of 2018 with 2016 suggests that the year 2017 is an outlier and there is less impact measured over a longer period (Table 2).
Enschede (161,235 inhabitants (CBS, 2023a)) in which a council inquiry into the land portfolio (Gemeente Enschede, 2012; Korthals Altes et al., 2012) revealed that the figures of assets and liabilities from the financial accounts played a role (they were somewhere printed in the books), but that the bold figure under the line made to communicate to the council as the most important outcome, was the figure of the so-called ‘virtual earmarked funds’. Formally these funds did not belong to the assets of the local authority. The funds consisted of profits expected to be realised in the future, and although, based on the principle of prudence they were not part of the formal assets of the local authority, they were part of the politically defined assets of the land development agency. In a time of the Global Financial Crisis, the future developed differently than expected and so these funds did not materialise. Although these virtual funds were not part of the formal assets, they were formally part of the figures to be published in the accounts. Just as in CV(1995) (1994) which defined the obligation to publish silent reserves, there was an obligation to report on resilience assets in the BBV (BBV, 2003). These virtual earmarked funds have been presented as part of the report on resilience assets of the local authority. The fact that for land development projects a positive result is expected leads to financial resilience and Dutch accountancy regulations require local authorities to take account of these and to present these to the council. This reveals that there can be a gap between formal financial values, the financial values constructed according to accountancy rules, the alternative to the barrel of gold in the safe, and the political financial values, the values that drive political decision-making, which include an optimism bias. So even in years that the reserves have been negative (Fig. 2), texts from the Executive to the Council spoke of a financial ‘healthy’ land development agency (Gemeente Enschede, 2012). Furthermore, even in years with a negative reserve, between 2007 and 2011, there has been yearly creaming of funds from the land policy reserve to the central municipal reserve as if there were profits to share (Gemeente Enschede, 2012). It must be noted that the municipality had conservative rules for the taking of profits: the introduction of the percentage-of-completion method.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Based on BBV</th>
<th>Based on BBV changes of 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revenues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rent</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land sales</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales of durable goods and services</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other goods and services</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total direct revenues</td>
<td>3693</td>
<td>3487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recalculations and depreciation</td>
<td>2921</td>
<td>3167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total revenues</td>
<td>6614</td>
<td>6654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buying land</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durable goods buying and commissioning</td>
<td>1499</td>
<td>1432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other purchases and outsourcing</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxes, energy, planning, personnel, other</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total direct expenditures</td>
<td>3504</td>
<td>2917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recalculation and depreciation</td>
<td>3862</td>
<td>4066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total expenditures</td>
<td>7365</td>
<td>7523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance direct revenues and expenditures</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total balance</td>
<td>-751</td>
<td>-869</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author, based on IV3 data of local authorities as been collected by CBS (Statline IV3, 2022)

Fig. 1. Value of land development assets according to Municipal accounts. Source: author based on CBS (2022).
resulted in a positive effect of € 8.6 million on this reserve in 2017 (Gemeente Enschede, 2018). This effect shows that equity is a social construction.

Two years earlier, other parts if these regulations (regarding the valuation of land development investments) resulted in a € 4.3 million deficit (Gemeente Enschede, 2016a, 2016b). This contributed in 2016 to the decision that there was no financial capacity to reserve funds to finance new urban ambitions. Improving the financial conditions of current plans had priority.

After this council inquiry, matters changed gradually, and currently, the resilience assets do not include ‘silent reserves’, profits expected based on works in progress (Gemeente Enschede, 2019, 2022). This development has been quite recent as in 2020 the silent reserves were still reported as part of the resilience assets (Gemeente Enschede, 2021). Significant for considering the future outcomes of land development is the way different ‘parameters’ (Gemeente Enschede, 2021) are set, such as, for the development of expenditures (including engineering costs), development of revenues (how do land prices develop for different types of property) and interest. The parameters distinguish between short-term and long-term developments. These parameters are the accounting basis. A more negative estimation of these parameters may result directly in a loss if this means that plans with a foreseen shortage have a more negative outlook and it may result in a positive outlook if provisions for these negative result plans must be lifted. The definition of the parameters has a direct impact on the assets and liabilities of the local authority (Korthals Altes et al., 2012). Setting these parameters plays a role in constructing the value of land development and is part of the craft of financial officers at the land department to construct a financial outlook of a land development project. This is also important as new land development complexes can only be opened if the land policy reserve allows to cover this shortage by taking a provision out of the reserve (Gemeente Enschede, 2019). Furthermore, the financial resilience capacity of the municipality must be large enough to cover the risks, which also includes the idea that the reserve must at least be 30% of all foreseen expenses in running projects. The specific construction of values constrains the possibilities of the City of Enschede to engage in new projects. Part of the lessons learned by the City of Enschede is to discuss the values of the parameters explicitly in the accounts.

5. Discussion and conclusion

Value is a social construction. Valuation takes place in a specific context and this context defines what kind of valuation is of use. Public land development by local authorities is a context in which a local authority invests in the land to produce plots for the development of properties that fit a policy aim developed by the authorities. The valuation’s main aim is to have insight into the effect the land development project has on the financial situation of the local authority. Furthermore, it contributes to developing land development policies themselves: how to weigh different alternative land development options and strategies. The rules define whether the costs of buying land or the provision of infrastructure to these lands are countered by a growth of the value of the land. As there may be specific rules on local authorities relating to the deficits they may have on their accounts, having the possibility to balance investment costs by the current value of future revenues, may make a difference in the ability to operate on the land market at all. The way local authorities craft these accounts of value depends on the context.

In the Netherlands, for example, local authorities must show a balanced budget. This means that large investments do not fit well into a system that does not allow to account for the valuation of the current value of future revenues, and very early on systems have emerged that allow for accounting in a business way manner for municipal ‘companies’, such as the land development agency. In other contexts, there is a debt ceiling for local authorities (Geheb, 2009). This results in that accountancy tricks are sought and found to develop a practice that may fit the rules; this practice may, however, not be the most efficient overall.

Analysis of accounting for land development in the Netherlands showed that there is a continuity in separating accountancy into three stages, firstly, before the adoption of a land development plan, secondly, within the context of a land development plan approved by the council and, thirdly, management of lands and properties as development has been realised. In the second stage, the land development plan becomes the unit for valuation. It is within the boundaries of this plan that provisions must be taken if losses are foreseen. Furthermore, there has been development in regulations on the way profits from development can be taken. Whereas up to recently municipalities were free to have their own polices as long as they fit the principle of taking profits only after they have been made, resulting in that an Executive could hide, seek, and find profits at the moment they found politically handy, more stringent regulation nowadays prescribe a percentage-of-completion method of taking profits providing so less flexibility to the Executive and more power to the Council in deciding on financial matters. The new
regulations result in more volatility as profits are earlier taken based on a fixed rule (VVG, 2023). Better performance of conjunctural effects in the books has the consequence that more often financial results will deviate from the just-above-zero benchmark, which might lead to less uptake of, inherently risky, land policies by local authorities as financial volatility affects the image of managerial competence and may reduce the change of re-election (Bradbury and Scott, 2015; Cohen et al., 2019; Ferreira et al., 2013).

The case of Enschede shows that although regulations can prescribe that certain figures are key, other figures may be printed in bold and could be presented in the explanation as main outcomes in reports of the Executive to the Council. The building of the narrative of a financially healthy land development agency, even in the context of a formal negative reserve, in other words, the liabilities were exceeding the assets, shows that the local construction of value can be more important than the official one. In this case, the silent reserves of potential income from profitable land development projects played a key role, which proved in the context of the aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis to be a risky way of seeing the economic situation of the municipality. After all, there can be an optimism bias in the eyes of proponents of municipal land development projects. It also shows that the financial data constrains the possibilities to engage in new projects. This holds most directly for projects which need a provision to cover for a shortage foreseen, but it holds also for other projects as resilience capacity must be large enough to cover for the risks.

Accounting practices relate to the role local authorities have. The roles of local authorities relating to land use are changing, i.e., there are large challenges for authorities relating to land use. These include the development of policies to contain urban development by a full stop on These challenges render that new ways of land development are on the agenda. The values of land have next to an economic value also a value to address these challenges and in public debate these matters must be weighed sensibly.
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